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I. Introduction
• Significant amount of dust particles is observed in the chambers

of fusion devices

(Winter, Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 1998)



Carbon, steel and titanium particle collected from the LHD coil
armor (Sharpe et al., J. Nucl. Mater, 2003)



Dust particles collected from (a) lower, (b) middle, and (c) upper
regions of Asdex-U (Sharpe et al., J. Nucl. Mater, 2003)



• In JIPPT-IIU dust

particles were detected by

large signal in Thomson

scattering diagnostics

• In most cases they were

observed after disruption

and in a few cases during

standard discharges

(Narihara et al., Nuclear

Fusion, 1997)



• However, (~2 µm) carbon

dust particles, deliberately

injected into JIPPT-IIU,

have been detected only at

low plasma density

• “We speculate that the

dust particles spread to a

much more extended

region than expected …”

(Narihara et al., Nuclear Fusion,
1997)



• So far an impact of dust on the performance of existing fusion

devices is not clear

• If dust does not affect core confinement/contamination, an

impact of dust on current experiments can be ignored

• But, in burning plasma experiments an existence of significant

amount of dust particles poses additional threat:

- dust can contain toxic and radioactive materials and retain

tritium

• Therefore, physics of dust in fusion devices can and should be

studied in current tokamak experiments!



II. Lifetime of dust in tokamak plasma

Can dust particle survive in fusion plasma?

• Consider power and mass balance of carbon dust particles

accounting for BB radiation, evaporation, RES, and physical and

chemical sputtering

• To simplify our estimates we assume that Ti ≈ Te = T ~ 10 eV and

plasma density is about 3×1013 cm−3. Such parameters are rather

typical for tokamak divertor plasma





• In fusion edge plasmas dust particle of ~1 µm scale can live long

enough (> 0.01 s). Therefore, dynamics of dust is important!



III. Dust in magnetized sheath

• Dust charge Zd is determined by the ambipolarity of plasma flux

e2Zd / rd = ΛT , where Λ ~ 3

• The forces acting on dust particle Md
dVd
dt

= F

FE = −eZdE   (electric), Ffric = ςFπrd
2MinVi Vp − Vd( )  (friction),

Froc = ζrocMvVvΓv   (rocket),   Fg = Md g   (gravity),

FM = −πrd
3εM

BsatBtor
4πR

R
R

   (magnetic)

• Electric and friction forces dominate in tokamak edge plasmas



• In fusion devices dust is formed at the wall, therefore forces in

near wall region (sheath) determine dust dynamics
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• In the sheath region friction is large Ffric
(z) ≈ Ffric

(x) ≈ Fsh ≡ ςFπrd
2nT

• However, Ffric
(x) is reduced outside sheath (y ˜ > ρi ~ 10−2 cm),

while Ffric
(z)  stays large in entire recycling region (  y ˜ < l ion ~ 1 cm)



• Dust motion in direction ⊥ to the surface is described by

potential

Ud(y) =

= αςFnshTπrd
2y + Λ

rdT
e

ϕ(y)

ymin ~ ρi ~ 10−2 cm

Ud(y)

yymin

(y)
Ffric

FE

• Small oscillations of dust particle in the vicinity of ymin can be

described by the following equation

d2yd

dt2
= −Ωd

2(yd − ymin ) − νV
dyd

dt
,      Ωd

2 =
1

Md

d2Ud

dy2
y=ymin

,

    νV = ςFMinshViπrd
2, Ωd ~ 104 s−1 >> νV ~ 1 s−1



• Both z- component (flow along B field) and x- component

(diamagnetic and E× B flows) of friction forces are unbalanced

• As a result, in ~ 10−3 s (or after being dragged along the surface

for ~ 1 cm) micron scale dust particle gains speed ~ 3×103 cm /s

• Therefore, surface imperfections (corners, steps) can cause dust

to leave sheath region and “fly” through plasma on large distance

Vd

dust particle

wall

Vd

dust particle

wall



IV. Impact of surface corrugation and dust flights

• Even less dramatic surface corrugation can be a reason for dust

particle flights

λs2hs

surface             surface

particle trajectory

• Surface in

LHD

(Sagara et al., J.

Nucl. Mater, 2003)



Small amplitude of surface wave hs << ρi

• Equation of dust particle motion in the sheath region for a

slightly corrugated wall

d2yd

dt2
= −Ωd

2 yd − ymin(x)( ), ymin(x) = y min + hs sin(ksx),

dVx
dt

=
Ffric

(x)

Md
⇒ Vx =

Ffric
(x)

Md
t

• Resonance Vxks = Ωd occurs at tres ≈ ΩdMd ksFfric
(x)  and impact

is large when Sres ≡ tresΩd >>1:    δyd(t) ≈ hs πSres( )1/2



Large amplitude of surface wave hs > ρi

• In order to overcome the effect of centrifugal force and confine

dust particle in within sheath it is necessary to obey

MdVd
2

Rs
≈ hsMd Vdks( )2 ˜ < Ffric

(y) ≈ ρiMd Ωd( )2

where Rs ≈ 1/hsks
2 is the effective radius of wall surface curvature

• For hs > ρi dust particle looses confinement within the sheath

before reaching resonance conditions Vdks = Ωd



Numerical modeling

• First we assume that surface is corrugated in x-direction and

describe dust particle motion on the (x, y) plane with

Md
dVd
dt

= F, F = −∇Φ⊥ − ∇Φ|| × ez,

where Φ⊥(x,y) = ˆ Φ ⊥(y − ys(x)), Φ||(x,y) = ˆ Φ ||(y − ys(x)), and

ys(x) determines the shape of the surface

• For the functions ˆ Φ ⊥(y) and ˆ Φ ||(y) we choose

ˆ Φ ⊥(y) = αFsh y +ρi exp (ymin − y) /ρi( ){ },  ˆ Φ ||(y) = Fshρi exp(−y /ρi)

• We assume particle specula reflection from the surface



Resonance interaction of dust particle with corrugated surface
(hs /ρi = 0.1, ksρi =10−3, α = 0.1)



Flights of dust particle over corrugated surface
(hs /ρi =1, ksρi = 0.3, α = 0.1)



Stochastic flights of dust particle over corrugated surface
(hs /ρi = 3, ksρi = 0.3, α = 0.1)



Stochastic flights of dust particle over irregular corrugated surface
( hs /ρi =1, ks ρi = 0.3, δks ρi = 0.1, α = 0.1)



Intermittency in dust particle energy gain (“zig-zag” surface)
(ys(x) = (−1)i(β0L0 / 4) 1− 2 2x /L0 − i( ){ } for i ≤ 2x /L0 ≤ i+1)



PDF of dust energy gain for “zig-zag” surface, Pfit (δE)∝ δE−2



Dust particle energy variation (“zig-zag” surface)



• In the case where surface is corrugated in z-direction (direction

of the magnetic field!!!) “shadow” regions may be formed

surface

B field lines

shadows

• Plasma dynamics in “shadow” regions is rather complex and is

not understand well yet

• Here we consider the case where corrugation is relatively small

and smooth so that no “shadow” regions occur



• With this limitation we can describe dust particle motion on the

(y, z) plane with the equations

Md
dVd
dt

= F, F = −∇Φ⊥ − ∇Φ|| × ex,

where Φ⊥(y,z) = ˆ Φ ⊥(y − ys(z)), Φ||(y,z) = ˆ Φ ||(y − ys(z)), and

ys(z) determines the shape of the surface

• For the functions ˆ Φ ⊥(y) and ˆ Φ ||(y) we take

ˆ Φ ⊥(y) = αFsh y +ρi exp (ymin − y) /ρi( ){ },      ˆ Φ ||(y) = −Fshy

• We assume particle specula reflection from the surface



Flights of dust particle over corrugated surface
(hs /ρi = 0.5, ksρi = 0.03, α = 0.1)



V. Dust dynamics and core plasma contamination

• Flights of dust particles can result in the motion of dust toward

core and contamination of core plasma with impurity

core
Γ imp =ξimpΓH

(sep) (sep)

N1Γ dust

(sep)

• For ξimp ~ 10−2,

ΓH
(sep) ~ 1021 s−1, and

N1 ~ 1013 we find:

Γimp
(sep) ~ 1019 s−1 ⇒

Γdust
(sep) ~ 106 s−1 and

ndust ~ 3×10−2 cm−3



Where dust may come from?

• Main chamber wall recycling as a source of dust:

core

Yηdust ηflightΓH
(sep)

ΓH
(sep)

Γ imp =ξimpΓH
(sep) (sep)

• Y - sputtering yield, ηdust - prob.

to be converted to dust, ηflight -

probability to fly toward the core

Γimp
(sep) = ξimpΓH

(sep) =

= YηdustηflightΓH
(sep)

ξimp ~ Y ~ 10−2 ⇒ ηdustηflight ≈ 1!

It looks to be unlikely the case!



• Divertor as a source of dust looks plausible!

core

Yηdust ηflightΓH
(div)

divertor plate

ΓH

(div)

Γ imp =ξimpΓH
(sep) (sep)

ΓH
(div) ~ 1023s−1 >

> ΓH
(sep) ~ 1021s−1

⇒ higher sputtering rate ⇒

easy to satisfy impurity balance

Γimp
(sep) = ξimpΓH

(sep) =

= YηdustηflightΓH
(div)

• Y~3%, ηdust~3%, and
ηflight~10% give relevant

impurity flux Γimp
(sep) ~ 1019 s−1



VI. Conclusions

• Due to acceleration by plasma flows, dust particles can have a

very high speed (~ 103 cm /s and even higher)

• As a result it can move on the distances comparable to major

radius during one shot

• This may explain some puzzles with dust on JIPPT-IIU

• Interactions of dust particles with surface imperfections

(including micro-roughness as well as steps, corners, etc.) can

cause dust particles to fly through SOL plasma toward core



• It is feasible that dust formation in and transport from divertor

region play an important role in core plasma contamination

• However, even then, dust particle density around separatrix is

~ 3×10−2 cm−3, which makes it difficult to diagnose

• Understanding of dust physics in fusion plasma is of a great

importance for burning plasma experiments due to potential

threat of plasma core contamination and retention of radioactive

materials and tritium

• Therefore, more experimental data and theory of dust generation

mechanisms and dust dynamics in fusion plasmas are needed!


